Mr. Vertigo:
A quick lunch in Mitte

The wurst is yet to come

“Come with me and I’ll show you how to fly”
is printed on the wall. It’s one of several uplifting quotes from the 1994 Paul Auster novel Mr.
Vertigo printed in English on the walls of this
spacious Chauseestraße lunch spot. “That book
gives you the feeling nothing is impossible...”
says affable, effervescent owner and cook Tarek
Al Hussein.
In Mitte, sometimes finding a good, quick,
warm and affordable lunch does feel impossible. One is faced with boutique quiche, tiny
pretentious sandwiches, smoothies and plastic
tubs of quinoa or else trendy Vietnamese with
lantern-overkill interior design, boring tofu and
dodgy meat. It’s all quite pricey, tourist-dense,
tedious and repetitive. By contrast, Mr. Vertigo
offers one of the least pretentious, most
satisfying working person’s weekday lunches
around. Beyond the decent DIY paninis/bagels/
wraps (from €2.95-4.50), jacket potatoes (€4.90;
choose from loads of fillings) and homemade
soups (€3.90), the real deal here is the lunch
plate (small €5.90, large €6.90), which includes
up to four warm dishes and something from
the cold case – as much as fits on a plate if you
like. Hot dishes tend towards the Mediterranean-Balkan-Middle Eastern and vary daily:
everything from veggie-pumpkin lasagne to
stuffed capsicum to roast chicken and sides
of fennel or carrots. A recent Friday lunch featured meatballs, ratatouille, penne gorgonzola
with spinach, and warm bulgur. Deli case extras
include hummus, stuffed grape leaves, couscous, potato or spinach salad, the list goes on...
it’s all delectable. And fast!
Great food aside, what really makes Mr.
Vertigo stand out from the crowd is the everpresent Al Hussein, who’s put all his heart
and passion into his café. Every day, he cooks
everything from scratch – and can always be
found grinning, chatting and charming the
socks off of regular customers in both German
and extremely fluent English. What we haven’t
mentioned: Al Hussein does catering and
serves a pretty wicked full English breakfast! SG
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BERLIN BITES By FRANÇOISE POILANE

Forget mass-processed mystery meats and generic
Bratwurst! Let these Berlin artisan butchers show you
how the sausage is made. By Jane Silver

Hendrik Haase is the man behind the Gestalten
coffee-table book Crafted Meats, and his new shop
in Markthalle IX, a joint effort with 27-year-old
hotshot butcher Jörg Förstera, offers just that.
Prime cuts are displayed just so on white platters, accentuated with a sprig of rosemary here
or a lemon slice there. You can watch the entire
sausage-making process through a glass pane –
and with gleaming stainless steel meat grinders
and ingredients parcelled out in little bowls,
never has the process of stuffing animal bits into
intestines looked so beautiful. Their Italian-style
salsiccia (photo) is redolent of wine and garlic
and, most of all, pig: the black-spotted heritage
breed, raised on acorns, fruit and organic grains
on a farm in Schwäbisch Hall. It’s delicious but
delicate; if you don’t want to risk overcooking
the somewhat pricey links (€1.79/100g), ask the
K&K guys to fry one up for you on the spot (€3).

Markthalle IX, Eisenbahnstr. 42-43, Kreuzberg,
U-Bhf Görlitzer Bahnhof, Tue, Fri 10-20, Wed 10-18,
Thu 10-22, Sat 10-18

The Sausage Man
Never Sleeps
Former freezer worker and food safety advisor
Simon Ellery’s path to homemade Wurst came
through a €9 meat grinder purchased at Mauerpark shortly after moving to Berlin in 2010; now
a bona-fide Fleischermeister, the New Zealander
grinds his sausage in a Prenzlauer Berg butcher
shop on Thursdays and sells it at Markthalle IX
on Saturdays. His signature jalapeño-cheddar
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and apple-sage varieties (€16/kg) combine the
densely meaty consistency of German brats with
what he calls “New Zealand-style” flavours; he
also satisfies Berlin Brits with black pudding and
streaky bacon. Not to mention supplying restaurants with just about any kind of sausage they ask
for: Chorizo for Santa Maria Eastside’s brunches?
American hot dogs for Kreuzberg whisky ‘n’
wiener joint Bourbon Dogs? The name may have
come from a jokey song he wrote once, but this
Sausage Man’s endeavours leave him little time
for shut-eye indeed. Orders and locations at
www.thesausagemanneversleeps.com

The Fleischerei
It sounds like a wacky sitcom plot: an Irish Neuberliner teams up with the German proprietor of
an old-school butcher shop in Neukölln to help
him adapt to his now-gentrified surroundings.
Will Cormac O’Neill’s Saturday evening pop-ups,
featuring pulled pork, squid-ink hot dog buns
and back bacon, save Sascha Baschin’s 70-yearold Fleischerei Tölle from closure? Who knows,
but in the meantime we can enjoy what might be
the first British-style Cumberland sausage made
in Berlin (€12/kg), made by Baschin according
to O’Neill’s specifics. It’s 85 percent pork (from
a farm in Neuruppin, Brandenburg) spiced with
pepper, sage, mace and coriander and cut with
rusk, a breadcrumb-like binding agent that gives
the sausage an especially soft, juicy texture. Popups will move to different locations as Baschin
turns his attention to Christmas orders, so check
Facebook for O’Neill’s whereabouts. Wilden-

bruchstr. 84, Neukölln, U-Bhf Rathaus Neukölln, Sat
12-20; www.facebook.com/thefleischer

MR. VERTIGO
Chausseestr.
17, Mitte, U-Bhf
Naturkundemuseum, Mon-Fri
8-18, Sat 11-17
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Join us on a culinary trip to the world of
exquisite food and wine in the middle of
Kreuzberg. The art of Italian cooking
combined with regional products, homemade pasta and love in every detail
guarantees a dinner to remember.

Skalitzer Str. 34, 10999 Berlin
+49 (0)30 69 50 69 30
trentasei.de

Spud Bencer:
Nouvelle vague burgers
Who doesn’t like a good gourmet burger
cheddar and onion confit (The Spud, €6.50;
nowadays? As a matter of fact, they’re
€9 with extra egg and bacon), and a version
downright inescapable in Berlin. Restauratopped with Roquefort blue cheese that
teurs of all nationalities have jumped on the
really hits the mark. They’re all served with a
bandwagon: put it on your menu, you know
handful of homemade Belgian-style chunky
it will sell! And since it only takes a bun and a fries – expect a slight lack of crunch more
leaf of lettuce to turn a good old steak
than compensated for by the sweet, genuine
haché into a bona fide burger, it didn’t take
taste of home-cut potatoes. A rarity in Berlin,
long for the French cooking set to add that
where ‘homemade’ fries are often pre-cut –
legendary je ne sais quoi to the winning
watch for our best-fries-in-Berlin special next
recipe (The Francophone duo behind the
month! As a matter of fact, almost everyBunsmobile food truck led the wave two
thing here is made from scratch: the mayo
years ago). Since April, Gaël Baisson and
and the ketchup, the yeast buns (so delicious
Nicolas Machabert of Spud Bencer have
we suggested they start selling them ‘to go’
been pushing Gallic creative freedom one
for breakfast), the onion confit, the foie gras
step further with ‘burgers’ that, besides the
terrine and of course the ratatouille.
name and the bread, have little to do with
Spud also caters to patrons still mourning
the real McCoy: a mighty duck confit-foie
previous occupant L’origine du Monde
gras-fig chutney concoction (Le Canaille,
(Baisson was a regular and Machabert was
€14.90); fresh marinated salmon with
the manager; that’s how the two met) with a
white-wine butter mayo on a bed of leek
traditional menu that runs the gamut of
fondue (Lachs Burger, €10.90). The vegetarFrench favourites from foie gras (€9.90, with
ian option (photo) is so successful that you
fig chutney) to roast Camembert (€8.50
wonder why no one’s thought of it before: a
cooked with white wine and garlic confit);
messy mountain of top-notch ratatouille with
from moules-frites (€13) to, yes, frog legs
a generous slice of French goat cheese and a
(€9). Anyone after a good piece of meat will
perfectly cooked sunny-side-up egg on top.
enjoy the cut of Charolais beef (entrecôte or
Pure food joy, stuffed between two halves of
faux filet). Although we didn’t really care for
a delicious springy homemade bun. The only
the green pepper sauce, we enjoyed every
drawback? It’s impossible to eat
bite. And served with a side of
it with your hands, like a real
Dauphinois-style potato gratin
burger should be eaten. Knife
or ratatouille, at €15.90, it’s
SPUD BENCER
and fork required!
one of the best deals in town.
Gubener Str. 41,
For purists who might scream at
Expect live music on Fridays
Friedrichshain, S+Uthe above – how haram can you
and real gigs in the basement
Bhf Warschauer
get? – they also serve two
club, properly fitted with a tiny
Str., Mon-Fri 12-15,
convincing beef options – a
stage and bar – eat your heart
Tue-Sun 18-23:30
great classic burger with
out, Burgers and Hip Hop! FP
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